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Coding: 
constructing a machine



There are many tips to 
construct well



There is no simple way 
to construct a good
machine



A machine has to fullfill 
many requirements 
that contradict each 
other



Low weight <-> robust



Coding becomes 
complex quite soon









legacy code
is

code without tests







UNIT Tests 
Automatic tests



Know your bugs 
before your customer 

finds them



Do not use much time 
with finding errors



But there are dependencies?

SELECT
INSERT
Calls to Code that changes ...



Common advice

Use interfaces



But using interfaces is 
often 
not easy



Paul Hardy





Use instance methods 
and 

inherit mock classes





Simpler



Difficult and 
dangerous to add 
to existing code 
that has no tests



Even simpler



TEST-SEAMS in ABAP 7.50



Works on static methods



Needs no additional 
classes or methods



Add to existing code 
without risk



Read scn blogs



Replace 
accesses to 
persistent data







Replace
authority checks





Inject
test doubles





Sometimes small changes needed so that TEST-SEAMS can be added



Where Used is working



A simple way to 
switch coding off 

during test



TEST-SEAMS for new coding?



Only way to add Unit tests 
to code that accesses the 

outside world



Simple
Better than no Unit Tests



I use TEST-SEAMS in 
new coding 

when it is the best 
option



Less coding – short! 



Ask colleagues for help –
Starting with Unit Tests is 

not easy



Feeling more save



Understanding how 
a method is to be 

used



Tools – Automatic 
diagram generation



What depends on this?



What is it influencing?



Where am I?



What is the big picture?





Search for „SAP Moose“ 

https://youtu.be/0jLN-2AVIvo



Part 1 - Extractor

Open Source



Part 2 – Improved visualization

Open Source





Why Pharo?
Why Smalltalk?



http://modeling-languages.com/openponk-metamodeling-platform/



Pharo makes for a great platform for rapid prototyping
thanks to the combination of a 
dead-simple language (the grandparent of OO languages), 
powerful metaprogramming capabilities and 
short feedback loops; 
hey, you can even write your entire application in a debugger

Peter Uhnak



What about other tools?
... layers of abstractions to facilitate all the generic tools and 
needs, and overall architecture we simply didn’t see it as a good 
fit for our long-term needs. 
Information hiding, user hand-holding, and over-engineering are 
certainly valuable, if you seek a robust solution for end-users.
But for a poweruser any non-essential complexity is problematic, 
or prohibits different use-cases (in part this also relates to Java).

Peter Uhnak





Search for statements by example



Write code in debugger



Write code in debugger



Write code in debugger



Write new code while inspecting variables



Send message „makeNice“ to 1 
1 replies now with 5 



Press Shift Enter : „Spotter“
Find things fast



Full of small/big innovations
Integer has now a new method

Will be delivered with package RWExample



Inspect (nearto) everything



The window is shown in inspector



Internal variables on Raw Tab



Send to the window a message



The window is now green



Write a test for a not existing method



Write program in debugger



Method has now a passing test

Start test by clicking on circle



Ask me:
Rainer Winkler



Have fun 


